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Abstract—Information in neural networks is represented as
weighted connections, or synapses, between neurons. This poses
a problem as the primary computational bottleneck for neural
networks is the vector-matrix multiply when inputs are multiplied
by the neural network weights. Conventional processing architec-
tures are not well suited for simulating neural networks, often re-
quiring large amounts of energy and time. Additionally, synapses
in biological neural networks are not binary connections, but
exhibit a nonlinear response function as neurotransmitters are
emitted and diffuse between neurons. Inspired by neuroscience
principles, we present a digital neuromorphic architecture, the
Spiking Temporal Processing Unit (STPU), capable of modeling
arbitrary complex synaptic response functions without requiring
additional hardware components. We consider the paradigm of
spiking neurons with temporally coded information as opposed to
non-spiking rate coded neurons used in most neural networks. In
this paradigm we examine liquid state machines applied to speech
recognition and show how a liquid state machine with temporal
dynamics maps onto the STPU—demonstrating the flexibility and
efficiency of the STPU for instantiating neural algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Neural-inspired learning algorithms are achieving state of
the art performance in many application areas such as speech
recognition [1], image recognition [2], and natural language
processing [3]. Information and concepts, such as a dog or
a person in an image, are represented in the synapses, or
weighted connections, between the neurons. The success of a
neural network is dependent on training the weights between
the neurons in the network. However, training the weights in a
neural network is non-trivial and often has high computational
complexity with large data sets requiring long training times.
One of the contributing factors to the computational com-
plexity of neural networks is the vector-matrix multiplications
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(the input vector multiplied by the synapse or weight matrix).
Conventional computer processors are not designed to process
information in the manner that a neural algorithm requires
(such as the vector-matrix multiply). Recently, major advances
in neural networks and deep learning have coincided with
advances in processing power and data access. However, we
are reaching the limits of Moore’s law in terms of how much
more efficiency can be gained from conventional processing
architectures. In addition to reaching the limits of Moore’s
law, conventional processing architectures also incur the von
Neumann bottleneck [4] where the processing unit’s program
and data memory exist in a single memory with only one
shared data bus between them.
In contrast to conventional processing architectures which
consist of a powerful centralized processing unit(s) that oper-
ate(s) in a mostly serialized manner, the brain is composed of
many simple distributed processing units (neurons) that are
sparsely connected and operate in parallel. Communication
between neurons occurs at the synaptic connection which
operate independently of the other neurons that are not in-
volved in the connection. Thus, vector-matrix multiplications
are implemented more efficiently facilitated by parallel oper-
ations. Additionally, the synaptic connections in the brain are
generally sparse and information is encoded in a combination
of the synaptic weights and the temporal latencies of a spike
on the synapse [5]. Biological synapses are not simply a
weighted binary connection but rather exhibit a non-linear
synaptic response function due to the release and dispersion
of neurotransmitters in the space between neurons.
Biological neurons communicate using simple “data pack-
ets,” that are generally accepted as binary spikes. This is in
contrast to the neuron models used in traditional artificial neu-
ral networks (ANN) which are commonly rate coded neurons.
Rate coded neurons encode information between neurons as
a real-valued magnitude of the output of a neuron—a larger
output represents a higher firing rate. The use of rate coded
neurons stems from the assumption that the firing rate of a
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Fig. 1. High level overview of the STPU. The STPU is composed of a set of leaky integrate and fire neurons. Each neuron has an associated temporal buffer
such that inputs can be mapped to a neuron with a time delay. W(t) is the neuronal encoding transformation which addresses connectivity, efficacy and
temporal shift. The functionality of the STPU mimics the of functionality of biological neurons.
neuron is the most important piece of information, whereas
temporally coded neurons encode information based on when
a spike from one neuron arrives at another neuron. Temporally
coded information has been shown to be more powerful than
rate coded information and more biologically accurate [6] .
Based on these neuroscience principles, we present the Spik-
ing Temporal Processing Unit (STPU), a novel neuromorphic
hardware architecture designed to mimic neuronal functional-
ity and alleviate the computational restraints inherent in con-
ventional processors. Other neuromorphic architectures have
shown very strong energy efficiency [7], powerful scalability
[8], and aggressive speed-up [9] by utilizing the principles ob-
served in the brain. We build upon these efforts leveraging the
benefits of low energy consumption, scalability, and run time
speed ups and include an efficient implementation of arbitrarily
complex synaptic response functions in a digital architecture.
This is important as the synaptic response function has strong
implications in spiking recurrent neural networks [10].
We also examine liquid state machines (LSMs) [11] to show
how the constructs available in the STPU facilitate complex
dynamical neuronal systems. While we examine the STPU in
the context of LSMs, the STPU is a general neuromorphic
architecture. Other spiked-based algorithms have been imple-
mented on the STPU [12], [13].
In Section II, we present the STPU. A high level comparison
with other neuromorphic architectures is presented in Section
III. We present LSMs in Section IV. In Section V, we examine
how LSMs map onto the STPU and show results from running
the LSM on the STPU. We conclude in Section VI.
II. THE SPIKING TEMPORAL PROCESSING UNIT
In this section, we describe the Spiking Temporal Processing
Unit (STPU) and how the components in the STPU map
to functionality in biological neurons. The design of the
STPU is based on the following three neuroscience principles
observed in the brain: 1) the brain is composed of simple
processing units (neurons) that operate in parallel and are
sparsely connected, 2) each neuron has its own local mem-
ory for maintaining temporal state, and 3) information is
encoded in the connectivity, efficacy, and signal propagation
characteristics between neurons. A high-level overview of a
biological neuron and how its components map onto the STPU
are shown in Figure 1. The STPU derives its dynamics from
the leaky integrate and fire (LIF) neuron model [14]. Each
LIF neuron j maintains a membrane potential state variable,
vj , that tracks its stimulation at each time step based on the
following differential equation [10]:
dvj
dt
= −vj
τj
+
∑
k
∑
l
wkj · s(t− tkl −∆kl). (1)
The variable τj is the time constant of the first-order dynamics,
k is the index of the presynaptic neuron, wkj is the weight
connecting neuron j to neuron k, tkl is the time of the lth spike
from neuron k, ∆kl is the synaptic delay from neuron k on the
lth spike, and s(·) is the dynamic synaptic response function
to an input spike. In the LIF model, neuron j will fire if vj
exceeds a threshold θj . The synapses between input neurons
to destination neurons are defined in the weight matrix W(t)
for a given time t as the weights between inputs and neurons
can change over time.
Unique to the STPU, each LIF neuron has a local temporal
memory buffer R composed of D memory cells to model
synaptic delays. When a biological neuron fires, there is a
latency associated with the arrival of the spike at the soma of
the postsynaptic neuron due to the time required to propagate
down the axon of the presynaptic neuron and the time to
propagate from the dendrite to the soma of the postsynaptic
neuron (∆kl). The temporal buffer represents different synaptic
junctions in the dendrites where a lower index value in the
temporal buffer constitutes a dendritic connection closer to the
soma and/or a shorter axon length than one with a larger index
value. Thus, synapses in the STPU are specified as a weight
wkjd from a source input neuron k, to a destination neuron j in
the dth cell of the temporal buffer, d ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , D − 1}.
This allows multiple connections between neurons with dif-
ferent synaptic delays. At each time step a summation of
the product of the inputs i(t) and synaptic weights W(t)
occurs and is added to the current value in that position of
the temporal buffer Rˆd(t) = Rd(t) +
∑
k ik(t)wkjd(t) where
Rˆ(t) is a temporary state of the temporal buffer. The value
in each cell of the temporal buffer is then shifted down one
position, that is Rd(t+1) = Rˆd−1(t). The values at the bottom
of the buffer are fed into the LIF neuron.
In biological neurons, when a neuron fires a (near) binary
spike is propagated down the axon to the synapse, which
defines a connection between neurons. The purpose of the
synapse is to transfer the electric activity or information from
one neuron to another neuron. Direct electrical communication
does not take place, rather a chemical mediator is used. In the
presynaptic terminal, an action potential from the emitted spike
causes the release of neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft
(space between the pre and postsynaptic neurons) from the
synaptic vescles. The neurotransmitters cross the synaptic cleft
and attach to receptors on the postsynaptic neuron injecting
a positive or negative current into the postsynaptic neuron.
Through a chemical reaction, the neurotransmitters are broken
down in receptors on the postsynaptic neuron and are released
back into the synaptic cleft where the presynaptic neuron
reabsorbs the broken down molecules to synthesize new neu-
rotransmitters. In terms of electrical signals, the propagation
of activation potentials on the axon is a digital signal as shown
in Figure 2. However, the chemical reactions that occur at the
synapse to release and reabsorb neurotransmitters are modeled
as an analog signal.
The behavior of the synapse propagating spikes between
neurons has important ramifications on the dynamics of the
liquid. In Equation 1, the synaptic response function is rep-
resented by s(·). Following Zhang et al. [10], the Dirac delta
function δ(·) can be used as the synaptic response function
and is convenient for implementation on digital hardware.
However, the Dirac delta function exhibits static behavior.
Zhang et al. show that dynamical behavior can be modeled in
the synapse by using the first-order response to a presynaptic
spike:
1
τs
e−
t−tkl−∆kl
τs ·H(t− tkl −∆kl) (2)
where τs is the time constant of the first-order response, H(·)
is the Heaviside step function, and 1/τs normalizes the first-
order response function. The dynamical behavior can also be
implemented using a second-order dynamic model for s(·):
1
τs1 − τs2
(e
− t−tkl−∆kl
τs1 − e−
t−tkl−∆kl
τs2 ) ·H(t− tkl −∆kl) (3)
Fig. 2. Spike propagation along the axon and across the synapse. The spike
propagated on the axon is generally accepted as a binary spike. Upon arrival
at the synapse, the spike initiates a chemical reaction in the synaptic cleft
which stimulates the postsynaptic neuron. This chemical reaction produces
an analog response that is fed into the soma of the postsynaptic neuron. In
the STPU, arbitrary synaptic response functions are modeled efficiently using
the temporal buffer. The synaptic response function is discretely sampled and
encoded into the weights connecting one neuron to another and mapped to
the corresponding cells in the temporal buffer.
where τs1 and τ
s
2 are the time constants for the second
order response and 1/(τs1 − τs2 ) normalizes the second-order
dynamical response function. Zhang et al. showed significant
improvements in accuracy and the dynamics of the liquid when
using these dynamical response functions.
Implementing exponential functions in hardware is expen-
sive in terms of the resources needed to implement ex-
ponentiation. Considering that the STPU is composed of
individual parallel neuronal processing units, each neuron
would need its own exponentiation functionality. Including the
hardware mechanisms for each neuron to do exponentiation
would significantly reduce the number of neurons by orders
of magnitude as there are limited resources on an FPGA.
Rather than explicitly implement the exponential functions in
hardware, we use the temporal buffer associated with each
neuron. The exponential function is discretely sampled and
the value at each sample is assigned a connection weight
wkjd from the presynaptic neuron k to the corresponding
cell d in the temporal buffer of the postsynaptic neuron j.
Thus, a single weighted connection between two neurons is
expanded to multiple weighted connections between the same
two neurons. This is shown graphically in Figure 2. The use
of the temporal buffer allows for an efficient implementation
of the digital signal propagation down the axon of a neuron or
TABLE I
HIGH-LEVEL COMPARISON OF THE STPU WITH TRUE NORTH AND SPINNAKER.
Platform: STPU TrueNorth SpiNNaker
Interconnect: 3D mesh multicast1 2D mesh unicast 2D mesh multicast
Neuron Model: LIF LIF2 Programmable3
Synapse Model: Programmable4 Binary Programmable5
1The 3D mesh is enabled due to the temporal buffer available for each neuron in STPU.
2TrueNorth provides a highly programmable LIF to facilitate additional neural dynamics.
3SpiNNaker provides flexibility for the neuron model, however more complex biological models are more computationally expensive.
4The synapse model is programmable in the STPU via the temporal buffer by discretely sampling an arbitrary synapse model.
5As with the neuron model, SpiNNaker is optimized for simpler synaptic models. More complex synaptic models incur a cost in computational complexity.
the analog signal propagation between neurons at the synapse.
III. COMPARISON WITH OTHER NEUROMORPHIC
ARCHITECTURES
The STPU is not the first neuromorphic architecture. Four
prominent neuromorphic architectures are IBM’s TrueNorth
chip [7], the Stanford Neurogrid [15], the Heidelberg Brain-
ScaleS machine [16] and the Manchester Spiking Neural Net-
work Architecture (SpiNNaker) [17]. The Stanford Neurogrid
and the Heidelberg BrainScaleS are analog circuits while
TrueNorth and SpiNNaker are digital circuits. As the STPU
is also a digital system, we will focus on a comparison with
TrueNorth and SpiNNaker.
The TrueNorth chip leverages a highly distributed cross-
bar based architecture designed for high energy-efficiency
composed of 4096 cores. The base-level neuron is a highly
parametrized LIF neuron. A TrueNorth core is a 256 × 256
binary crossbar where the existence of the synapse is encoded
at each junction, and individual neurons assign weights to
particular sets of input axons. The crossbar architecture allows
for efficient vector-matrix multiplication. TrueNorth only al-
lows for point-to-point routing. Each of the 256 neurons on
a core is programmed with a spike destination addressed to a
single row on a particular core which could be the same core,
enabling recurrence, or a different core. The crossbar inputs
are coupled via delay buffers to insert axonal delays. A neuron
is not natively able to connect to multiple cores or to connect
to a single neuron with different temporal delays. As a work
around, a neuron is to be replicated within the same core and
mapped to the different cores. For multiple temporal delays
between two neurons (such as those in the STPU), there is no
obvious mechanism for an implementation [18].
SpiNNaker is a massively parallel digital computer com-
posed of simple ARM cores with an emphasis on flexibility.
Unlike the STPU and TrueNorth, SpiNNaker is able to model
arbitrary neuron models via an instruction set that is provided
to the ARM core. SpiNNAker is designed for sending large
numbers of small data packages to many destination neurons.
While SpiNNaker was designed for modeling neural networks,
it could potentially be used more generally due to its flexibility.
The STPU architecture falls in between the TrueNorth
and SpiNNaker architectures. The STPU implements a less
parameterized LIF neuron than TrueNorth, however, its routing
of neural spikes is more flexible and allows a multicast similar
to SpiNNaker rather than the unicast used in TrueNorth. A
key distinguishing feature of the STPU is the temporal buffer
associated with each neuron, giving the STPU 3-dimensional
routing. A high-level summary of the comparison of STPU
with TrueNorth and SpiNNaker is shown in Table I.
IV. LIQUID STATE MACHINES
The liquid state machine (LSM) [11] is a neuro-inspired
algorithm that mimics the cortical columns in the brain.
It is conjectured that the cortical microcircuits nonlinearly
project input streams into a high-dimensional state space.
This high-dimension representation is then used as input to
other areas in the brain where learning can be achieved. The
cortical microcircuits have a sparse representation and fading
memory—the state of the microcircuit “forgets” over time.
While LSMs may be able to mimic certain functionality in
the brain, it should be noted that LSMs do not try to explain
how or why the brain operates as it does.
In machine learning, LSMs are a variation of recurrent neu-
ral networks that fall into the category of reservoir computing
(RC) [19] along with echo state networks [20]. LSMs differ
from echo state machines in the type of neuron model used.
LSMs use spiking neurons while echo state machines use rate
coded neurons with a non-linear transfer function.
LSMs operate on temporal data composed of multiple
related time steps. LSMs are composed of three general
components: 1) input neurons, 2) randomly connected leaky-
integrate and fire spiking neurons called the liquid, and 3)
readout nodes that read the state of liquid. A diagram of an
LSM is shown in Figure 3. Input neurons are connected to
a random subset of the liquid neurons. The readout neurons
may be connected to all the neurons in the liquid or a subset
of them. Connections between neurons in the liquid are based
on probabilistic models of brain connectivity [11]:
Pconnection(N1, N2) = q · e−
E(N1,N2)
r2 (4)
where N1 and N2 represent two neurons and E(N1, N2) is
the Euclidean distance between N1 and N2. The variables q
and r are two chosen constants. In this paper, we use a 3-
dimensional grid to define the positions of neurons on the
liquid. The liquid functions as a temporal kernel, casting the
input data into a higher dimension. The LIF neurons allow
for temporal state to be carried from one time step to another.
LSMs avoid the problem of training recurrent neural models
Fig. 3. A liquid state machine, composed of three components: 1) a set of
input neurons, 2) the liquid—a set of recurrent spiking neurons, and 3) a set
of readout neurons with plastic synapses that can read the state of the neurons
in the liquid.
TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR THE SYNAPSES (OR CONNECTIONS BETWEEN
NEURONS) IN THE LIQUID.
Parameter type value
r from Equation 4 ALL 2
q from Equation 4
E → E 0.45
E → I 0.30
I → E 0.60
I → I 0.15
Synaptic weight
E → E 3
E → I 6
I → E -2
I → I -2
by only training the synaptic weights from the liquid to the
readout nodes, similar to extreme machine learning that use
a random non-recurrent neural network for non-temporal data
[21]. It is assumed that all temporal integration is encompassed
in the liquid. Thus, the liquid in an LSM acts similarly to
the kernel in a support vector machine on streaming data
by employing a temporal kernel. In general, the weights and
connections in the liquid do not change, although some studies
have looked at plasticity in the liquid [22].
The readout neurons are the only neurons that have plastic
synapses, allowing for synaptic weight updates via training.
Using each neurons firing state from the liquid, the temporal
aspect of learning on temporal data is transformed to a static
(non-temporal) learning problem. As all temporal integration
is done in the liquid, no additional mechanisms are needed to
train the readout neurons. Any classifier can be used, but often
a linear classifier is sufficient. Training of the readout neurons
can be done in a batch or on-line manner [10].
LSMs have been successfully applied to several applications
including speech recognition [10], vision [23], and cognitive
neuroscience [11], [24]. Practical applications suffer from the
fact that traditional LSMs take input in the form of spike trains.
Transforming numerical input data into spike data, such that
the non-temporal data is represented temporally, is nontrivial.
V. MAPPING THE LSM ONTO THE STPU
In this section, we implement the LSM on the STPU. There
have been previous implementations of LSMs on hardware,
however, in most cases an FPGA or VLSI chip has been
designed specifically for a hardware implementation of an
LSM. Roy et al. [25] and also Zhang et al. [10] present
a low-powered VLSI hardware implementation of an LSM.
Schrauwen et al. [26] implement an LSM on an FPGA chip.
In contrast to other work, the STPU has been developed to
be a general neuromorphic architecture. Other neuroscience
work and algorithms are being developed against the STPU
such as spike sorting and using spikes for median filtering
[13]. Currently, we have an STPU simulator implemented in
MATLAB as well as an implementation on an FGPA chip. The
MATLAB simulator has a one-to-one correspondence with the
hardware implementation.
Given the constructs provided by the STPU, the LSM with
a liquid composed of LIF neurons maps naturally onto the
STPU. We use the second-order synaptic response function of
Equation 3 that is based on the work of Zhang et al. [10].
They found that the second-order response function produced
more dynamics in the liquid allowing the neural signals to
persist longer after the input sequence had finished. This lead
to improved classification results. Following Zhang et al., the
synaptic properties of the liquid, including parameters for the
connection probabilities between the liquid neurons defined in
Equation 4 and the synaptic weights, are given in Table II.
There are two types of neurons: excitatory (E) and inhibitory
(I). As has been observed in the brain [11], the liquid is
made up of an 80/20 network where 80% of the nuerons
are excitatory and 20% of the neurons are inhibitory. The
probability of a synapse existing between two neurons and
the weights between the neurons is dependent on the types of
the considered neurons. E/I → E/I denotes the presynaptic
and postsynaptic neurons being connected by the synapse. For
example, E → I denotes the connection between an excitatory
presynaptic neuron with an inhibitory postsynaptic neuron.
Excitatory neurons increase the action potential at a target
neurons (positive synaptic weights) while the inhibitory neu-
rons decrease the action potential (negative synaptic weights).
When the connections are generated between neurons in the
liquid, the neurons are randomly connected according to
Equation 4 with the parameters given in Table II. Each input
neuron is randomly connected to a subset of 30% of the
neurons in the liquid with a weight of 8 or -8 chosen uniformly
at random.
To implement the second-order synaptic response function,
Equation 3 is sampled at discrete time steps and multiplied by
the synaptic weight value between the neurons as specified in
Table II. The discretely sampled weights are then encoded via
multiple weights at corresponding cells in the temporal buffer
for the postsynaptic neuron. In this implementation, there is
no synaptic delay (∆kl = 0) and τs1 is set to 4 and τ
s
2 is set
to 8 for excitatory neurons. For inhibitory neurons, τs1 and τ
s
2
are set to 4 and 2 respectively. For all neurons, τj is set to 32.
The plastic readout neurons are connected to all of the
neurons in the liquid. Training is done off-line using a linear
classifier on the average firing rate of the neurons in the liquid.
We examine the effect of the various linear classifiers below.
A. Experiments
To evaluate the effect of different parameters for the liquid
state machine, we use a data set for spoken digit recognition
of Arabic digits from 0 to 9 [27]. The dataset is composed of
the time series Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs)
of 8800 utterances of each digit from 88 speakers on with 10
repetitions per digit (10 × 10 × 88). The MFCCs were taken
from 44 male and 44 female native Arabic speakers between
the ages of 18 and 40. The dataset is partitioned into a training
set from 66 speakers and a test set from the other 22 speakers.
We scale all variables between 0 and 1.
To evaluate the performance of the LSM, we examine
the classification accuracy on the test set, and measure the
separation in the liquid from the training set. If there is good
separation within the liquid, then the state vectors from the
trajectories for each class should be distinguishable from each
other. To measure the separability of a liquid Ψ on a set of
state vectors O from the liquid perturbed by a given input
sequence, we follow the definition from Norton and Ventura
[22]: Sep(Ψ, O) = cdcv+1 where cd is the inter-class distance
and cv is the intra-class variance. Separation is the ratio of the
distance between the classes divided by the class variance.
The inter-class difference is the mean difference of
the center of mass for every pair of classes: cd =∑n
l=1
∑n
m=1
‖µ(Ol)−µ(Om)‖2
n2 where ‖·‖2 is the L2 norm, n is
the number of classes, and µ(Ol) is the center of mass for each
class. For a given class, the intra-class variance is the mean
variance of the state vectors from the inputs from the center
of mass for that class: cv = 1n
∑n
l=1
∑
ok∈Ol ‖µ(Ol)−ok‖2
|Ol| .
We investigate various properties of the liquid state ma-
chine, namely the synaptic response function, the input en-
coding scheme, the liquid topology, and the readout train-
ing algorithm. We also consider the impact of θj on the
liquid. A neuron j will spike if vj exceeds θj . Thus, θj
can have a significant impact on the dynamics of the liq-
uid. Beginning with a base value of 20 (as was used by
Zhang et al.) we consider the effects of decreasing values
of θj ∈ {20, 17.5, 15, 12.5, 11, 10, 9, 7.5, 5, 3, 2.5, 2, 1}. For
default parameters, we use a reservoir of size 3× 3× 15, we
feed the the magnitude of the inputs into the input neurons
(current injection) and a linear SVM to train the synapses for
the readout neurons.
1) Synaptic Response Functions: We first investigate the
effect of the synaptic response function using default param-
eters. Using θj = 20, the average separation values, average
spiking rates and the classification accuracy of a linear SVM
are given in Table III. As highlighted in bold, the second-order
synaptic function (Equation 3) achieves the largest separation
values for training and testing, the lowest average spike rate,
and the highest classification accuracy. The average spike rate
is significantly higher for the first-order response function
TABLE III
SEPARATION VALUES, AVERAGE SPIKING RATES, AND CLASSIFICATION
ACCURACY FROM DIFFERENT SYNAPTIC RESPONSE FUNCTIONS.
Synaptic Res TrainSep TrainRate TestSep TestRate SVM
Dirac Delta 0.129 0.931 0.139 0.931 0.650
First-Order 0.251 0.845 0.277 0.845 0.797
Second-Order 0.263 0.261 0.290 0.255 0.868
First-Order 30 0.352 0.689 0.389 0.688 0.811
First-Order 40 0.293 0.314 0.337 0.314 0.817
First-Order 50 0.129 0.138 0.134 0.138 0.725
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
0
0.1
0.2
time
re
sp
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the first- and second-order response functions.
than for the second-order response function, which is counter-
intuitive since the second-order response function perpetuates
the signal through the liquid longer. However, examining the
first-order and second-order response functions, as shown in
Figure 4, shows that the first-order response function has a
larger initial magnitude and then quickly subsides. The second-
order response function has a lower initial magnitude, but is
slower to decay giving a more consistent propagation of the
spike through time.
Adjusting the value of θj to 30, 40, and 50 accommodate
this behavior for the first-order response function (the bottom
three rows int he Table III) shows that an improvement can be
made in the separation values, spiking rate, and classification
accuracy. Despite this improvement, the first-order response
function does not achieve a better performance than the
second-order response function for the classification accuracy.
The first-order response function does get a better separation
score, but this does not translate into better accuracy.
2) Input Encoding Schemes: In traditional LSMs, the input
is temporally encoded in the form of a spike train. Un-
fortunately, most datasets are not temporally encoded, but
rather are numerically encoded. A spike train input aligns
with neuroscience, but practically it is non-trivial to encode
all information temporally as the brain does. Therefore, we
examine three possible encoding schemes: 1) rate encoding
where the magnitude of the numeric value is converted into
a rate and a spike train at that rate is fed into the liquid 2)
bit encoding where the magnitude of the numeric value is
converted into its bit representation at a given precision, and
3) current injection. Rate encoding requires n time steps to
encode a single input by converting a magnitude to a rate.
This is similar to binning and has some information loss. Bit
encoding, only requires one time step, however, it requires
m inputs per standard input to convert the magnitude into its
TABLE IV
THE SEPARATION VALUES, AVERAGE SPIKING RATES OF THE LIQUID, AND
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY EXAMINING LIQUID TOPOLOGIES WITH
DIFFERENT INPUT ENCODING SCHEMES AND VALUES FOR θj . THE
LARGEST SEPARATION VALUES AND ACCURACIES FOR EACH ENCODING
SCHEME ARE IN BOLD
θj
Encoding Scheme 20 15 10 5.5 3 2
Current Injection
0.263 0.409 0.378 0.334 0.324 0.324
0.261 0.580 0.750 0.843 0.873 0.878
0.868 0.905 0.894 0.873 0.868 0.866
Bit Encoding
0.271 0.310 0.338 0.350 0.353 0.357
0.434 0.497 0.544 0.592 0.634 0.620
0.741 0.741 0.735 0.755 0.764 0.761
Rate Encoding
0.164 0.364 0.622 0.197 0.047 0.048
0.146 0.199 0.594 0.952 0.985 0.985
0.747 0.733 0.643 0.601 0.548 0.558
m bit-precise representation. We set m to 10. Compared to
current injection, the execution time increases linearly in the
number of time steps for rate encoding.
Table IV shows the separation values (first row for each
encoding scheme), average spiking rates (second row), and the
accuracy from a linear SVM on the test set (third row) for the
input encoding schemes with various values of θj . The average
spiking rate gives the percentage of neurons that were firing
in the liquid through the time series and provides insight into
how sparse the spikes are within the liquid. Table IV shows
a representative subset of the values that were used for θj .
The bold values represent the highest separation value and
classification accuracy for each encoding scheme.
The results show that the value of θj has a significant effect
on the separation of the liquid as well as the classification
accuracy from the SVM. This is expected as the dynamics of
the liquid are dictated by when neurons fire. A lower threshold
allows for more spikes as is indicated in the increasing values
of the average spiking rates as the values for θj decrease.
Overall, using rate encoding produces the greatest values in
separation. However, there is significant variability as the
values for θj change. For rate encoding, the greatest accuracy
from the SVM is achieved with a low separation value. In the
other encoding schemes, separation and classification accuracy
appear to be correlated. The greatest classification accuracy is
achieved from current injection.
3) Liquid Topology: The topology of the liquid in an LSM
determines the size of the liquid and influences the connections
within the liquid as the distance between the neurons impacts
the connections made between neurons. A more cubic liquid
(e.g. 5×5×5) should be more densely connected compared to
a column of liquid (e.g. 2×2×20). In this section, we examine
using liquids with grids of 3× 3× 15, 2× 2× 20, 4× 5× 20,
and 5× 5× 5. As before, we consider different values for θj .
The separation values, average spike rates, and the accuracy
from a linear SVM are given in Table V for the values of θj
that provided the largest separation values for each topology
configuration and encoding scheme combination.
TABLE V
THE SEPARATION VALUES AND AVERAGE SPIKE RATE OF THE LIQUID
USING DIFFERENT LIQUID TOPOLOGIES. THE LARGEST SEPARATION
VALUES AND ACCURACIES FOR EACH TOPOLOGY ARE IN BOLD
Topology/ Encoding Scheme
Num Neurons Current Injection Bit Encoded Rate Encoded
θj : 15 12.5 3 2 11 10
3x3x15/135
0.409 0.405 0.353 0.357 0.622 0.622
0.580 0.693 0.634 0.620 0.563 0.594
0.905 0.884 0.764 0.761 0.658 0.643
θj : 12.5 11 3 2 10 9
5x5x5/125
0.467 0.432 0.384 0.380 0.384 0.451
0.534 0.682 0.596 0.586 0.473 0.600
0.889 0.900 0.765 0.755 0.637 0.610
θj : 15 12.5 15 12.5 15 12.5
4x5x10/200
0.418 0.384 0.506 0.501 0.479 0.352
0.698 0.760 0.576 0.603 0.289 0.577
0.879 0.876 0.830 0.835 0.644 0.612
θj : 11 10 3 2 10 9
2x2x20/80
0.397 0.389 0.264 0.247 0.305 0.255
0.608 0.658 0.537 0.550 0.609 0.846
0.903 0.912 0.672 0.666 0.695 0.678
Again, the value for θj has a significant impact on the
separation of the liquid and the classification accuracy. The
greatest separation values and classification accuracies for each
topology is highlighted in bold. For all of the topologies,
current injection achieves the highest classification accuracy.
Interestingly, the separation values across encoding schemes
and topologies do not correlate with accuracies. Within the
same encoding scheme and topology, however, the accuracy
generally improves as the separation increases.
For current injection, the different topologies do not appear
to have a significant impact on the classification accuracy
except for the 4 × 5 × 10 topology which has a decrease in
accuracy. This may be due to increased number of liquid nodes
that are used as input to the SVM. The converse is true for
bit encoding as the 4× 5× 10 topology achieves the highest
accuracy possibly due to the increased number of inputs due
to the bit representation of the input.
4) Readout Training Algorithms: How the plastic synapses
are trained will have a significant effect on the performance of
the LSM. Traditionally, LSMs use a linear classifier based on
the assumption that the liquid has transformed the state space
such that the problem is linearly separable. Linear models are
represented as a set of weights and a threshold—which can
be implemented in neuromorphic hardware. By using a linear
model, the liquid and the classification can all be done on
the STPU avoiding the overhead of going off chip to make a
prediction. We consider four linear classifiers: 1) linear SVM,
2) linear discriminant analysis (LDA), 3) ridge regression, and
4) logistic regression. With each of these algorithms, we use
the default parameters as they are set in the Statistics and
Machine Learning Toolbox in MATLAB.
We examine the classification of each of the linear classifiers
TABLE VI
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY ON THE TEST SET FROM DIFFERENT LINEAR
CLASSIFIERS. THE GREATEST ACCURACY FOR EACH TOPOLOGY IS IN
BOLD
Linear Model: 3× 3× 15 5× 5× 5 4× 5× 10 2× 2× 20
θj = 15 θj = 11 θj = 15 θj = 10
Linear SVM 0.906 0.900 0.900 0.914
LDA 0.921 0.922 0.922 0.946
Ridge Regress 0.745 0.717 0.717 0.897
Logistic Regress 0.431 0.254 0.254 0.815
on the topologies and θj values that achieved the highest clas-
sification accuracy on the linear SVM in previous experiments.
We also limit ourselves to examining current injection for the
input scheme as current injection consistently achieved the
highest classification accuracy. The results are shown in Table
VI. LDA consistently achieves the highest classification ac-
curacy of the considered classifiers. The highest classification
accuracy achieved is 0.946.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented the Spiking Temporal Processing
Unit or STPU—a novel neuromorphic processing architecture.
It is well suited for efficiently implementing neural networks
and synaptic response functions of arbitrary complexity. This
is facilitated by using the temporal buffers associated with
each neuron in the architecture. The capabilities of the STPU,
including complex synaptic response functions, were demon-
strated through implementing the functional mapping and
implementation of an LSM onto the STPU architecture.
As neural algorithms grow in scale and conventional pro-
cessing units reach the limits of Moore’s law, neuromorphic
computing architectures, such as the STPU, allow efficient
implementations of neural algorithms. However, neuromorphic
hardware is based on spiking neural networks to achieve low
energy. Thus, more research is needed to understand and
develop spiking-based algorithms.
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